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1 INTRODUCTION 

Radio astronomy enjoys a history that extends back a 
little over seventy years, but it only blossomed folloy/
ing WWIl, largely as a result of technological advances 
made during the war years. These years of tunnoil also 
marked the independent detection of solar emission in 
the U.S.A., Denmark, England, Australia and New Zea
land (see Orchiston and Slee, 2002a; Sullivan, 1984), 
and it was the British and New Zealand discoveries that 
precipitated the solar radio astronomy program at the 
CSIRO's Division of Radiophysics (RP) in Sydney. fn 
the immediate post-war years the RP group quickly 
gained world supremacy it} this field of radio astronomy 
(Sullivan, 1988), a status that they were able to main
tain with distinction through into the mid· 19805 when 
the closing of the Culgoora Radioheliograph and staff 
promotions and retirements saw the demise of the Solar 
Group. 

In this paper we describe the independent discovery 
of solar radio emission at Darwin in 1945, and doc· 
ument the solar radio astronomy research programs 
pursued by RP, the Commonwealth Observatory and 
the University of Western Australia during the lonna
tive years, 1945-1948. 

2 THE DIVISION OF RADIOPHYSICS 

According to Payne-Scott (1945: 1), the initial solar 
observations carried out by the RP group " ... were 
inspired by the almost simultaneous arrival of three 
reports in the laboratory ... " in mid·1945. One was 
Reber's (1944) paper in the Astrophysical Journal, and 
the other two were 'secret' war· time accounts of the 
independent detection of solar radio emission by New 
Zealand and British radar operators (Alexander, 1945; 
Am1Y Operational Research Group, 1945). 

Of most significance were the New Zealand results, 
which were coordinated by Dr Elizabeth Alexander 
(Figure 1), a British-born Cambridge geology graduate 
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who unwittingly became the world's first female radio 
astronomer (see Orchiston, 2005a). The observations 
were made with five British-built 200 MHz COL units 
(Figure 2) sited at Roya! New Zealand Air Force radar 
stations on the northern part of the North Island of New 
Zealand and on Norfolk Island (Figure 3). 

i 
1958) the world's firs! female radio 
astronomer (courtesy Mary Harris). 

Radar Station (courtesy 
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Figure 3: Locations of the five Royal New Zealand Air 
Force radar stations where solar obseNations were 
made during March-April 1945. Key: 1 = Norfolk Island, 
2 = North Cape, 3 = Whengaroa, 4 = Maunganui Bluff, 
and 5'" Piha (adapted from Orchiston and Stee, 2002a). 
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Figure 4: The twenty different sites in the Greater Sydney
Wollongong regions associated with radio astronomy, 1945-
1963. Those mentioned in this paper are Coilaroy (2), Oap!o 
(4), Dover Heights (5), Fleurs (6), Georges Heights (8), 
Homsby Valley (9), North Head (14), Penrith (15), Potts Hill 
(16) and the Radiophysics Laboratory in the grounds Df the 
University of Sydney (17), (after Orchiston and Slee, 2005a). 

2.1 The Initial Observations at Collaroy 

Since similar COL radar units were deployed in Aust
ralia at Ruyal Australian Air Force radar stations the 
RP radio astronomy group leader, Dr Joe Pawsey 
(1908-1960; see Figure 3 on page 22), commandeered 
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the antenna at ColJaroy, a coastal suburb of Sydney 
(location 2 in Figure 4), in an attempt to replicate the 
New Zealand results. Rad~r 54 at Collaroy was sit
uated -107 m above sea level, Hnd comprised a vertical 
"". broadside alTay oHour horizontal row~ ei1ch of ten 
half-wave dipoles with a reflector. having a gain of 80 
relative to a half-wave dipole (i.e. g = 130) and a 
horizontal beamwidth (to thc half power points) of 
10" ," (Payne-Scott, 1945: 6-7). The antenn:a was 
mounted so as to rotate in azimuth only. In this con
figuration it functioned as a sea interferometer (see 
Bolton and Slee, 1953), and because of the location of 
(he site could only observe the rising and setting Sun. 

Despite (his shortcoming, from 3 October 1945 
RAAF personnel at Slation 54 carried out regular solar 
mOllitOling Oil behalf of RP for about an hour after 
sunrise and before sunset. At these times. 

The aelia! (whose elevation remains zero) is swept 
from a bearing of about I SO south of the positioll of 
the sun at rising (or setting) to a position 25° on the 
other side of the bearing of rising (aT setting); it is 
stopped at interva Is or a bout 2° and a reading taken 
of the meter. The zero and general noise leve! are 
checked at the beginning and end of each sweep. 
(Payne-Scolt, 1945: 7), 

From the very first observations there were promis-
ing results: 

The first readings were taken on the morning of 
October 3'd of this year [1945]. The time of sunrise 
was 0530 hours and the bearing 95". A few sweeps 
were taken before ~unnse and showed only a slight 
random variation. due probably to a combination of 
changes in aerial impedance with bearing, man-made 
noise on certain bearings and changes in the receiver 
itself, At 0531 an increase in noise power of about 
27% over the general level was observed at a bearing 
of about 94°. In successive sweeps this increase in 
noise became more Ilwrh:d, until at 0540 the noise 
power on a bearing or 93" was 4Yz times the normal 
noise power. Over the next twenty minutes it de
clined, rose again to a smaller peak at 0610 and then 
dec lined again, the effect being just detectable at 
0730. 

Since this date a 12irly continUal!, ,cnes of 
observations have been made each sunrise and sun
set, and 011 each occasion radiation has been observ
ed ... One feature not shown [ill Figure 5, overleaf'! 
... is the short period fluctuations; 1he noise from the 
sun causes a fairly steady meier deflection on which 
are superimposed at intcrval~ Df perhaps a few 
seconds kicks which may be of the s~me order as the 
steady deflection; the relative magnitude and fre
quency of Dec unenc~ of these kicks seems to be 
independent of the elevation of the sun over the hour 
or SO dnrjng which it is observed (Payne-Scott, 
1945: 7·8) 

The accumulated evidence from October 1945 lelt 
no doubt that the anomalous 'noise' was of solar 
origin. It was there at sunrise and sunset and <:amc 
from ±3G of Lhe bearing of the Sun; the rate of change 
of peak intensity reflected that of the Sun; the 'noise' 
was only delcctable when the Sun was in the aerial 
beam (i.e. for about an hour after sunrise and before 
sunsel); and the horizontal field pattern was similar to 
the aerial field pattern, ", .. indicating radiation from a 
source of small angular width." (Payne-Scott, 1945: 8). 

However, a major limitation of the Col1aroy COL 
radar system was that the antennae could only monitor 
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solar emission at sunrise and sunset. To determine the 
level of solar noise between sunrise and sun~et it was 
necessary to employ a different antenna system, one 
thAI could track the Sun throughout the day. Accord
ing!y, 

... some observation, were made with ~n Anny 
g,L.C. radar at North Head [location 14 in Figme 4] 
having 4 Yagi aerials with a total gain of about 24 
and <I receiver of worse noise factor than that uscd at 
Collamy. The radiation from the SUIl produced a 
change in meier reading of only ~ few percent on 
this set. On 31'" OctOber rile radiation from the sun 
was observed from 1400 hours till sunset, during 
which time there was no observable change in its 
value excepl [or a gradual increase towards sunset 10 
about twice the original level, probably due (0 

reinforcement from ground reflcc ti ons. Th e radiat
ion cca5ed within a few minutes of sun,et. (Payne" 
Scott, 1945: II). 

One of the features of the solar emission, the short
period fluctuations (or 'kicks') mentioned above by 
I'ayne-Scott, provided all intnguing challenge: 

The meter deflections observed over a period of a 
few seconds ... may be due either (0 absorption or 
scattering of the radiation in the earth's atmosphere 
or to genuine t]lJctuations in the solar radiation. 
There is so far little evidence one way or the other, 
but this will be one oj the first points to be iTlvesli· 
gated in juture work, as if is critical in deciding Ihe 
origin of Ihe radialion. (Payne-Scott, 1945: 9; our 
italics). 

Payne-Scott's (1945: 10) detailed unpublished re· 
port reveals that on 4 and 5 October solar obselVations 
also were made at sumise" ... on two other laboratory 
systems, one operating on 600 Mcls. and the other on 
1200 MC/S,"I While no solar emission wa~ noted at 
600 MHz, detections were recorded on both days at 
1,200 MHz. 

In their war-time 'secret' repOJ1s, Alexander and 
Hey both commented on the association between sun
spots and ~olar emission, and this was immediately 
apparent when the mean daily 200 MHz Co[]aroy noise 
levels between 3 and 23 October 1945 were compared 
with total sunspot area (see Figure 5). 

On 23 October 1945, Ruby Payne-Scott (Figure 6) 
joined wifh Joe t'awscy and Lindsay McCready in 
penning a brief report on their work for Nature and 
after unexpected and totally unaccepwblc delays1 this 
was published in the 9 February 1946 issue of the 
journal~sh()rtly after Hey's (1946) belated announce
ment or his war-time observations.) In their paper, 
"Radio-frequency Energy from the Sun", Pawscy et al. 
(I 946: 158) announced that they had 

... observed, from the direction of the ~un, a c{)n~id
crable amount of radiation having the npparent 
characteristics of fluctuation 'noise' when observed 
on a cathode-ray mcillograph or head-phones. How
ever, the output meter reading f1uctuated consider· 
ably, a characteristic which is not typical of norm~1 
thennal agitmion 'noise'. The variation of apparent 
a:.:;imuth of arrival and of intensity with horizontal 
rotation of the aerial <md the sun's elevation WilS 

qualitatively consistent wjth the assumption of rad
iation from the body of the sun modified by the 
known directional char~c\eristjcs of the aerial. 

In commenting on tbe Figure 5 data, Pawsey et aJ. 
(ibid.) stated that: 
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It is apparent lhat the peaks of 1.5-m~tre radiation 
coincide with the peaks of the sum,pot area curve and 
with the pa"age of large SlJn~r()( groups across the 
meridian. This strongly indicates a physical rel<ltion
ship between the two phenomena ... 

Figure 5: Plots of solar radio emission at 200 MHz and total 
sunspot area, in 1945 October (after Pawsey et aI., 1946). 

These initial RP excursions into solar 'noise' pro
duced promising results but they also raised many 
interesting questions. They also served to justify the 
continuation of radio astronomy (as it would later be
cume known) as a valid field of investigation in RP's 
guest to identify a viable post-war research portfolio. 

Figure 6: Ruby Payne·Scott (1912-
1981), Australia's first female radio 
astronomer {courtesy MiUer Goss). 

2.2 Parallel Observations at DOller Heights 

Following the successes of Octobcr 1945, solar mon
itoring at Collaroy continued through to March 1946, 
and it was soon arranged for parallel observations to be 
made with the SED antenna at lhe Dover Heights radar 
station (Figure 7). This was situated in the eastern 
suburbs of Sydney, and ~17 km to the south of Collaroy 
(location 5 in Figure: 4). In order to obtain a visual 
record of solar radio emission, chart recorders were 
included III thl:: receiving systems, and in February 1946 
(when a massive sunspot group dominated the photo
sphere) these provided a clcar permanent record of the 
Sun's passage through the sea interferometer fringes, 
not only revealing temporal variations in the back
ground level of solar radiation but also intense bursts of 
short duration (see Figure 8). Obviously these bursts 
were the 'kicks' that Paync·Scort had earlier aHuded to. 
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Figure 7: The Dover Heights Radar Station, showing the 200 MHz Shore Home Defence (SHD) radar antenna centre right. An 
identical unit was sited at the ColJaroy Radar Station (ATNF Historic Photographic Archive: 881-1). 

In 3ddition to this burst emission, Pawsey was 
interested in the quiescent level of solar radiation at 200 
MHz, and by isolating and quantifying the non-burst 
component he was able to demonstrate the existence of 
a 'hot corona' that far exceeded the temperature of the 
photosphere, something that had been hinted at prev
iously by optical astronomers (see Sullivan, 1982: 208). 
Pawsey's (l946bi announcement in Nature of a 
temperature of 10K immediately followed a theoret
ical paper by D.F. Martyn (l946b) predicting a Cl>ronal 
temperature of that order. Originally an RP employee, 
Martyn was at that lime based at the Commonwealth 
Observatory, Ml Stromlo, and had good working reo 
lations with some of his fOllner colleagues at RP. 
Notwithstanding the order in which the two Natllre 
papers were published and Manyn's inclusion in Paw
scy's acknowledgements (but not vice versa), there has 
been considerable debate about who fir~t callle up with 
the million degree (;()wnaJ temperature. Did Pawsey 
discover this through his Collaroy observations and 
pass on this result to Martyn (who subsequently devel
oped the appropriate theoretical framework), or was it 
Martyn's theoretical work that prompted Pi1wsey to 
look at the radio data? Sullivan (2005: 19) recently 
reviewed this interesting issue and although he assigns 
Pawscy chronological priority, he concludes that 

.". Martyn was indeed the one who brought in the 
previous astronomicul evidence of a million·degree 
corona and who pointed out that that the million
degree 'effective' or 'apparent' temperatures cited by 
the RP group could actually represent thermal emiss
ion from the solar atmosphere. Pawscy and his coll
eagues had calculated these lemper~turc~, hut thought 
of them only in a formal sense. [n fact, to them these 
incredibly high values were at first prima facie evid~ 
ence of nOll-thermal phenomena. 
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One of the major problems with the Collaray and 
Dover l-leights radar antennas was that they could not 
track the Sun for extended pcriods, ~o in early 1946 this 
prompted the RP staff to install simple 200 MHz 4-
Yagi arrays on the roof of the blockhouse at Dover 
Heights (Figure 9), and at the North Head radar station. 
A third Yagi amly was also set up at the Common· 
wealth Solar Ob~ervatory, Mt StTomlo, but more on this 
later. 

Parallel daily monitoring with these steerable ant
ennas quickly revealed almost identical pattems of solar 
emission, with a changing level ofbaekground radiation 
upon which were 5upetimposed bursts of vaJ)'lng dUf
ation and intensity, The precise correspondence in the 
case of bursts, and the fact that burst activity did not 
vary systematically as the SUll rose from Ihe horizon 
[owards the zenith, proved conclusively that the emis
sion was of solar origin and not caused by ionospheric 
scin ti llati ons 

Figure 8: Chart record of the Sun passing through the sea 
interferometer fringes on 7 February 1946 at Dover Heights. 
Time, in minutes. runs from left to right, and the chronological 
sequence is continued in the lower strip where intense burst 
e mission is apparent immediately before the Sun rises above 
the beam of the antenna (after McCready et ai" 1947: 366). 
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Figure 9: 200 MHz 4-Yagi antenna on the roof of 
the blockhouse at Dover Heights, Similar antennas 
were also installed at North Head and Mt Strom!o in 
early 1946 (ATNF Historic Photographic Archive: 
B1165-2). 

By plotting the general background level of solar 
emission during October 1945-Fcbruary 1946 against 
SLllspot number and sunspot areas, the correlation noted 
earlier for October 1945 wus confirmed, but in this 
instance McCready et al. (1947: 3(3) observed that " ... 
the correlalion with areas is somewhat closer than with 
~unspo( number but neither is exact." The Sun was 
particularly active during this period, and as Sullivan 
(1982: 183) has pointed Ollt, "o" these novice astron
omers were somewhat lucky in being able to observe 
lhe great sunspot group of February, 1946, one whose 
main sunspot is amongst the largest ever photograph
ed." This group i~ shown in Figure 10. 

OOVER 
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Figure 10: U.S. Naval Observatory photograph of the Sun 
taken on 8 February 1946, showing what at lhat time was the 
l;:lrgest sunspot group on record (after Stetson, 1947: Plale I) . 

McCready et al. also investigated the locution of the 
source of emission on the Sun by analyzing the inter
ference fringes, as sho\vn in Figure 8, and during the 
presence of the great sunspot group of February 1946 
they were able to demonstrate conclusively that the 
solar radiation originated from a strip that in each case 
included this sunspot group. Examples deriving from 
Collaroy and Dover Heights are shown in Figure ll, 
and 

In each case the radiating 5trip has a width consider
ably less than tbat of the sun's disk, being of the order 
of Ihe size of the sunspot group, and passe~ through 
the group. It moves across the sun with the spots as 
the sun rotates ... There seems no reasonable doubt 
that the source was localized in a small region 10 the 
vicinity of the spots. [However} The observation~ do 
no t provide any informa tion as to the detailed stmcturc 
of the source within this region. (McCready et a1., 
1947: 368). 

6-2-4',; 

Fjgure 11: Drawings of the Sun between 6 and 8 February 1946 showing the pOSition and width of the 'equivalent radiating strips' 
(dashed lines) from which the solar radiation originated (after McCready et aI., 1947: 369). 
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Figure 12: The Dover Heights [)lU'(;KI !m",,,, 
showing the 60 MHz (teft) and 100 MHz twin Yagls (right) 
(ATNF Historic Photographic ArChive: 81031-3). 

Although McCreudy et a!. (1947) conducted most of 
these pioneering investigations at 200 MHz, they also 
made a few observations at 75 and 3,000 MHz. At the 
higher frequency they detected a low level of solar 
radiation, consistent with Southworth's (1945) publish
ed results, whereas at 75 MHz the solar emission was 
comparable to that recorded at 200 MHz. They con
cluded that the intensity of the 200 MHz was at times 
too great La be accounted for in terms of thermal rad
iation, and suggested the solar noise derived from " ... 
gross electrical disturbances analogous to our thunder
slonns." (McCready et at., 1947). 

The next challenge was to expand these multifre
quency observations, with particular emphasis on burst 
emission, and in mid-I 946 a simple 60 tvfHz twin Vagi 
was con5tructed and joined the 75 MHz twin Vagi and 
200 MHz 4-Yagi array already on the roof of the block 
-house at Dover Heights. At the time, Pawscy was 
pleased with progress, and in a letter to the British T'ddio 
physicist Jack Ratcliffe. dated 2 Augll~t 1946, he wrote: 

I have been prillcipally inter~stcd over Ihe last six 
months in the problem of radio frequency noise from 
the sun ... t\t the moment we are doing a bit of 
exploring, taking mcasurcments of intensities at a 
number of different frequencies, some during the day 
and others at dawn. We have found that the variatlon 
of solar noise on different frequencies is dissimilar 
and that the dawn effe(t on 60 Mes. is much more 
complicated than it is on 200 Mes. (Pawsey, 1946a). 

In November 1946, Payne-Scon and her colleagues 
were able to improve the range of observations made at 
Dover Heights when a 100 MHz twm Vagi (Bolton, 
1982) replaced the 75 MHz antenna on the roof of the 
blockhouse. The general appearance of the blockholl~c 
in mid-1947 is shown in Figure 12, although the 200 
MIlz antenna is hidden from view. 

Figure 13: Large Qutburst on 8 March 1947 (after Payne-Scott 
et a!.. 1947). 
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From July 1946 the relative arrival limes of bursts 
recorded at rhn::u frequencies were noted, and on 21 
May 1947 Payne-Scott, Don YabsJey and John Bolton 
(1947) completed a paper reporting the results of this 
research. They found that small bursts often were not 
correlated at the three frequencies. In contrast, many of 
the larger bursts detected during July-August 1946 were 
present at all three frequencies, but did not occur 
simultaneously. They arrived in the sequence 200, 75 
and 60 MHz, with a typical delay of -2 seconds be
tween bursts at 200 and 75 MHz, and a similar interval 
between bursts at 75 and 60 MHz. A few observations 
were also made at 30 MHz, and the delay in arrival 
times of bursts at 60 and 30 MHz was also a few 
seconds. When it came to outbursts, the delays in the 
respective arrival times at the different frequencies 
were of at the ordcr of several minutes, and an excellent 
example, recordcd at 200, I {)O and 60 MHz on S March 
1947, is shown in Figure 13 (see, also, Bolton, 1982: 
350 for a dramatic account of this event). This outburst 
was associated with a solar !lare and short-wave radio 
fadeout, and an aurora was visible from some areas of 
Australia on the evening of9 March. 

In interpreting their observations, Payne-Scott et at 
(ibid.) conduded that "The suceessivc delays between 
the onset of the outburst on 200, 100 and 60 Me/s. 
suggest that the outburst was related to some phys
ical agency passing from high-frequency to lawcr
frequency levels [in the solar corona]." Later this 8 
March 1947 event would be classified as a Type n 
outburst in Paul Wild's spectral classification of solar 
bursts, while those bursts with shon inter-frequency 
time delays referred to above are examples of Type ll! 
and the isolated non-correlated bursts belong to Type L 

Figure 14: The radar antenna that was used for solar radio 
aSlronomy at Georges Heights and latar al the Potts Hill 
field slation. Joe Pawsey is on the left and Don Yabsley on 
the right (ATNF Historical Photographic Archive: 81031-1). 
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2.3 Expanding the Frequency Coverage 

Pawscy was keel} to expand the range or frequencies 
used in the RP solar monituring program, Rnd in 1947 
and 1948 the work at Dover Heights wa5 complemented 
by data supplied from two new observing sites, Georges 
Heights and the -Eagles Nest'. 

The WWlI Georges Height radar station (Orchiston, 
2004b; Orehiston and Slee, 2005a) occupied an attract
ive site at Middle Head over-looking the entrance to 
Sydney Harbour (location 8 in Figure 4), and Pawsey 
wanted to take advantage of a novel experimental radar 
antenna comprising a 14 x 18 ft (i.c. 4.3 x 4.8 metre) 
section of a parabola (Figure 14) which was located 
there. In June 1947 Frcd Lehany and Don Yabsley 
were assigned to this instmment, and many years later 
Lehany (1978) recalled that their involvement" ... came 
about in a typical' Pawscyian way', before I knew what 
was happening ... there was an observing program and 
... Yabsley and 1 were a suitable pair to share not only 
the week days but also the weekend duty ... " Between 
June and August 1947 Bruce Slee assisted Lehany and 
Yabsley in developing the receivers and feed systems 
and operational testing of tbe amenna, before returning 
to Dover Heights. 

Yabslcy (1978) built a triple-feed system that allow
ed the ex-radar antenna to opemte simultaneolLsly at 
200, 600 and 1200 MHz (see Figure 15), but a problem 
was the cumbersome altazimuth mounting that was 
never designed for radio astronomy. The fledgling 
radio astronomers found that the only way the antenna 
could bc used effectively was to position it ahead of the 
Sun, let the Sun drift through the beam, hand-crank ·it 
ahead of the Sun again, and repeat the process through
out the day. Tbi~ procedure produced a distinctive 
'picket fence' chart record (see Figure 16). 

By August 1947 the equipment was fully operat
ional, and solar monitoring was carried out for abO\lt 
two hours daily, from 18 August until 30 November, 
resulting in the detection of many bursts at 200 MHz. 
In contrast, bursts were rare at 600 and 1200 MHz (see 
Figure 16), where tJle general fiux variations with time 
were correlated with sunspot area (Figure 17). This 
distinctive pattern was dIscussed by Lehany and Yabs
ley in papers published III Nature amI the Australian 
Journal of Scientific Research in 1948 and 1949 
respectively. Thc 600 and 1,200 MHz emission was 
" ... compatible with the thenna! radiation expected 
from the solar atmosphere at these frequencies. It is 
consldered that the variations in intensity ... are at lea~t 
partly due to tht magnetic fields of the sunspots raising 
parts of the effective radiating shells into the corona 
... " (Lehany and Yabsley. 1949: 60). 

Figure 15: Close-up of the 200, 600 and 1,200 MHz 
dipoles (after Lehany and Yabsley, 1949: Plate 2). 
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Fig ure 16: Chart records for 200. 600 and 1,200 MHz obtained 
at Georges Heights on 7 and 26 September 1947. Note the 
extensive 200 MHz bursl emission on 26 September. The 
distinctive 'picket fence' nature of the chart record is clearly 
illustrated in the 600 and 1,200 MHz plots (after Lehany and 
Yabsley, 1949: 55). 

Although burst emLSSlOn at 600 and 1,200 MHz 
wa.:, rare, Lehany and Yabsley occasionally recorded 

Isolated disturbances ... tminl)' of low intensity and 
fairly short duration. In ~omc instances they were 
definitely associated wilh chromosphcric flares and 
sudden daylight radio fadeouts ." 

The largest 600 Me/s. and 1200 Me!s. disturb
ance in the ,;eries occurred on October 4, wben the 
intensity levels at both frequencies increased to thir· 
ty times Iheir normal value and remained high for 
approximately ten minutes ... (Lehany and Yabs!ey, 
1949: 58; cf. Lehany and Yab,ley, 1948). 

The most conspicuous 'disturbances'-----or outbunts·-·
rnirrrored the event recorded at Dover Heights on 8 
March 1947 (cf. Figure 13). 

" 

.. ..' ~-.; __ :'~"~~.J 

Figure 17: Georges Heights 200. 600 and 1.200 MHz: obser
vatior,s during August-November 1947. At the two higher fre· 
quencies the correlation with variations in sunspot numbers is 
obvious. The sunspot data were provided by the CDmmOn
weallh Solar Observatory at Ml Stromlo (after L>ehany and 
Yabsley, 1949: 56). 
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The 'Eagle's Nest' at the top of the 
"h,,,,,'·"''' showing the small a ntanna used Piddington and 

Historic Photographic ArChive: B1641). 

These promising results from Georges Heights in
spired Pawsey to expand the solar program far beyond 
1,200 MHz, ,md in early 1948 he arranged for a 
l.l metre (44-inch) cquatorially-mounted dish to be 
installed on the roof of the 'Eagle's Nest' (Figure 18), 
a small room localed at the very top of the Radio
physics Laboratory (location 17 in Figure 4). Between 
April and October 1948, lack Piddington (Figure 19) 
and Harry Minoen used this recycled WWII search
light mirror to observe the Sun at 24,000 MHz. At this 
frequency the radiation originates fTOm the chromo
sphere, and from 5 April to 30 August it was found 

" ... to vary from day to day by amounts of up to 
~bout ± 8 per cent. The~c variations are smaller 
among the latter results, being less than ± 3 per cent. 
for the period July 14 to Augll~t 30 (with one 
exception on August 4). The variations were prin
cipally due to instrumental errors and decreased a~ 
the measuring technique was improved ... It is 
evident tlmt solar radiation at a wavelength of 1.25 
COl. rcmilills fairly constant for long pe110ds. There 
is little or no sign of correlation with sunspot ar<'!as 
or relative sunspot numbers (Piddington and Minn
et!, 1949: 543-544). 

This pattern is in marked contrast to that obtained by 
Lehany and Yabs!ey at 600 and 1,200 MH/. 

Figure 19: Jack H. Piddington, 
1910-1997 (ATNF Historic Photo 
-gra phic Archive). 
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On rare occasions between July and October 1948 
Piddington and Minnett (1949: 545-546) recorded in
tervals of several hours when there were fluctuations 
of about :1:5% in the solar radiation level. In at least 
one instance, on 6 August, the variations in 24,000 
MHz emission mimicked those recorded at 200 MHz, 
but most major changes 1n 200 MHz noise levels were 
not accompanied by observable variations in solar 
emission at 24,000 MHz. 

By the end of October 1948 tbe little radio tele
scope atop the Eagle's Nc~t had served its purpose and 
revealed the basic pattern of S(1l;lr emission at 24,000 
MHz, This modest aerial and the Georges Heights rad
ar antenna were then transferred to the Potts Hill field 
station in anticipati(1n of the November 1948 solar 
eclipse (see Section 2.4, below). 

Before examining the key role played by this solar 
eclipse, let us return briefly to Dover Heights-the site 
of many of RP's mo~t important solar dIscoveries in 
1945-1946. By the cnd of 1947, the various Vagi 
antennas there were being used very efTectively by 
John Bolton, Gordon Stanley and BlUce Slee in their 
search for new 'radio stars' (Bolton, 1982; Keller· 
mann et aI., 2005; Orchiston, 2004a: Slee, 1994), so 
Payne-Scott decided to transfer her solar program to 
Hornsby Valley. 

The HOlTIsby Valley field station (Figure 20) occu
pied a radio-quiet valley on the isolated northern 
fringes of suburban Sydney (location 9 in Figure 4), 
and initially was used by Frank Kerr and Alex Shain 
to bounce radar signals off the Moon in a quest to 
investigate the Earth'5 ionosphere and the nature of 
the lunar ~urface (see Orehiston and Slee, 2005a, 
2005b). At the end of 1947 Payne-Scott set up single 
60,65 and 85 MHz Vagi antennas at 110rnsby Valley, 
and from January through to September 1948 she used 
these. plus an 18.3 MHz broadside array and Kerr and 
Shain's 19.8 MHz Moon-hounce rhombic antenna, to 
study the characteristics of SOi3f burst emission. Most 
of the observations were made at 60 and 85 MHz: a 
pair of crossed Yagis was used at 85 MHz so that 
circular polarization could be studied. While all of the 
Vagi antennas could track the Sun during the day, the 
18.3 MHz and 19.8 MHz aerials were fixed and could 
not be directed exactly at the Sun so measuremcnt~ 
made with them were subject to C01Tection factors. 

The accumulated ob~ervations revealed the exist
ence of two distinct types of vBJiable high-intensity 
radiation which Payne-Scou (1949: 215) tcmlcd 'en
hanced radiation' and 'unpolarized bursts'. She des
cribes the first of these phenomena: 

The intensity reaches a high level and remains there 
tor hours or days on end; there are continual fluct
uations in intensity, both long-term and short-term. 
The short-ternl increaseS arc somewhat similar to 
[isolated) bursts ... but usuallv have a lower ralio of 
muximum to background radiation. This type of 
radiation will be called "enhanced radiation" .. 
Superimposed on it may be bursts ... There may be 
short periods during which the polarization is in
definite, eilher because two sources of opposite 
polarization are superimposed or because the rad
iation is linearly or randomly polarized, but for the 
great part ()f ils I ife the enhanced level shows circ
ular polari;>:alion of one sense or the other. (Payne
Scott, 1949: 216-217). 
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Enhanced radiation normally occurred during the 
passage of large sunspot groups, and the presence of 
circular polarization suggested " ... that the magnetic 
field of the spot group plays a part in its produclion." 
(payne-Scott, 1949: 225). Figure 21 shows examples 
of enhanced radiation reem'ded ~t 60 and 85 MHz on 
30 August 1948. Payne-S(:ott (1949: 219) noted that 
al the l\VO lowest frequencies surveyed (18.3 and 19.8 
MHz) enhanced radiation was rare. 

The second type of solar radiation Payne-Scott 
investigated at Hornsby Valley was the 'unpolarized 
bursts', which showed 

... 3 very good correspondence on differenl fre
quencies, though their shapes and rclati_e amph
tudes may vary considerably .. _ the closer the fre
quencies and the larger the bursts, the doser their 
relationship. Corresponding bur:;ts do not appear to 
skip frequencies. Thu~, if a burst appears on 95 and 
19 M cis., there will be a corresponding burst on 60 
Me/s . ... A characteristic unpolarized burst shows a 
finite rise time. rounded top, and slow decay, rem
iniscent of the 1 ransient respDnse of a medium with a 
natural resonant frequency "'. There is no marked 
connexion between the rate of decay and the 
inlensity of the hur.;t ... [but bursts recorded al 18.3 
and 19.8 MHz] have a markedly slower decay rale 
... (Payne-Scott, 1949: 219-221), 

Payne-Scott noted that single unpolarized bUl"sts were 
rare (they generally occurred in complex gwups), and 
double-peaked bursts were particularly common, sug-
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gesting that " ... the second peak may be an echo of 
the original dlsturhance." (Payne-Scott. 1949; 222). 

f'ft~1J10~ :~~~~=:~,~::~o~if:::·.::·~~~;~.;.:,;;t~~ 

~~~~-. 
,,,,-n .... ,-"'~''''''1.1.''' ~~ . .....,,_ ~ oIr' • 

Figure 21; Examples of enhanced radiation wilh super
imposed bursts of short duration. The enhanced radiation 
shows left-hand circular polarization (after Payne-Scali, 1949: 
218). 

Payne-SCOlt concluded that the generation of un
polarized bursts was not assoc;iakd with sunspot 
magnetic fields-even though bursts were most 
common when sunspot groups were visible on the 
solar disk. Rather, tbey originated well out in the 
solar corona. 

Figure 20: The picturesque Hornsby Valley field station showing one of the low frequency arrays used by Shain and Higgins for 
Galactic research. Unfortunately, no clear images exist of the Yagi antennas that Payne-Scott used for her Hornsby Valley solar 
radio astronomy program {ATNF Historic Photographic Archive: B2802-10). 
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Iii astronomy 
reservoir, and the radio telescopes used to obs6IVe the November 1948 solar eclipse wr:re located on the flat sparsely-wooded 
area in the foreg rou nd. im media tely to th e north of the reservoir (A TNF Historic Photographic Archive: 83253-1). 

Figure 23: The 3.05 metre (10-tt) dish at Potts Hi!! (ATNF Hist
oric PhOtographic Archive' B1511). 

Pay'llc-Scott (J 949) also investigated the relative 
arrival times of associated unpolarized bursts at dif-
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reren! frcquencies, and found Lhat 60 MHz bursts 
arrived on average 0.7 seconds later than their 85 
MHz counterparts; 60 MHz bursts 0.3 seconds later 
than their 65 MHz counterparts; and 18.3 and 19.8 
MHz bursts about 9 seconds later than tbeir 60 JvIHz 
counterparts. Howevcr, considerably variations were 
encountered in all three 3tudies. Nonetheless, these 
delays differed markedly from those shown in Figure 
13, and iodicale that Payne-Scott's relatively common 
'unpolarized hursts' represented a very different type 
of solar event. 

Upon completing ber Hornsby Valley solar stud
ies, Payne-SeNt transferred to the Potts Hill field 
station (see Orchiston and Slce, 2005a), which then 
be<.:ame the homc base for most of the Division's bur
geoning Solar Group. 

2.4 The Source of the Solar Emission and the 
1948 Solar Eclipse 

The Potls H ill field stiltion (Figure 22) in suburban 
Sydney (location 16 in Figure 4) was located be"ide 
Sydney's main water reservoir and apart from the rc
located Georges Heights and Eagle's Nest radio tele
scopes, by Novcmber J 948 boasted a single Yagi 
anlCnna that was used by Alec Little to observe the 
Sun at 62 MHz and a simple 3.05 metre (IO-f!) 
altazimuth-mounted wire-mesh dish (Figure 23) thaI 
would later be employed by Piddington and Mi1U1ett 
for solar and Galaclic research at 1,210 MHz. 
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The principal incentive for the consolidation of solar 
astronomy at Potts Hill was the 1 November 1948 par
tial eclipse of thc Sun. [n the late 1940s the angular 
resolution of radio telescopes was poor, and observ
ations of total and partial solar eclipses offered an 
elegant way or pinpointing the positions of localised 
regions responsible for solar radio emission and also of 
determining the distributiDrJ of radio brightness across 
the disk of the Sun. The reasoning was that as the 
Moon's limb moved across the Sun's disk and masked 
different radio-emitting regions there would be obvious 
dips in the chart record (Hey, 1955). Covington (1947) 
,vas the first to pioneer this technique, in 1946, and the 
RP radio astronomers were keen to take advantage of 
the 1948 eclipse which was visible from AUSLrali~. 

If there was only one observing site, then any dip in 
the chart record would simply indicate that the source 
region was located somewhere along the arc subtended 
by the lunar limb at that particular moment, but by 
using several widely-spaced observing sites the inter
sections of the ditTc"Tent limb profiles allowed the 
precise positions of the radio-active regions 10 be de
termined. For the 1948 eclipse, the refurbished ex
Georges Heights radar antenna-complete with a new 
equatorial mounting (Figure 24)-was used at Potts 
Hill, while 3.05 metre wire mesh dishes (identical to the 
antenna shown in Figure 23) were installed at tempor
ary observing stations at Rockbank, near Melbourne, 
and Strahan, on the west coast of Tasmania (see Figure 
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25 for non-Sydney locations). For the States of Victor
ia and Tasmania, this eclipse represented their very first 
forays into the exciting new world of radio astronomy 
(e.g. see Orchiston, 2004d). All three radio telescopes 
opernted at 600 MHz, a frequency where the radio 
emission was known to be associated with ~\inspot 
activity. Meanwhile, photographs taken at the Sydney 
Technical College's observatory (Figure 26) provided 
optical coverage of the event (Millett and Nester, 1948). 

Figure 24: The Heights antenna at 
Potts Hill. In the background is one of the WWII mobile equip
ment huts (ATNF Historic Photographic Archive: 82649-3), 
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Figure 26: Photographs of the Sun during Ihe eclipse were 
taken through the 15 cm (6-in) guide-scope attached to the 46 
em (18-in) reflector at the Sydney Technical College (ATNF 
Historic Photographic Archive: 81899-7). 

The observations ~t the three sites were co-ordinated 
by Chris Christiansen, Bernie Mills and Don Yabsley. 
This was the first solar research project conducted by 
Christiansen (see Figure 9 on page 25), who would go 
on to establish an international reputation in this field 
with innovative new radio telescopes and associated 
research programs at PotlS Hill, and later at the Fleurs 
field station (location 6 in Figure 4). 

Successful observations were made at all three sites, 
and small, but obvious, variations in the levels of solar 
emission were noted during the eclipse (see Figure 27). 
Meanwhile, photographs taken in Sydney revealed the 
presence of six groups of sunspots, but their total area 
was small, amounting to only -0.085% of the total area 
onhe visible disk of the Sun. 

Figure 27: The solar eclipse chart record obtained at Rock
bank (upper plot). In the lower plot this has been corrected for 
the slope and vertically-exaggerated, and the different emission 
peaks are numbered (after Christiansen et aI., 1949a: 511). 

The radio observations made at Polts Hill, Rock
bank and Strahan showed that radio emission from the 
Sun began to decrease -10 minutes before the com
mencement of the optical event (consistent with the 
idea thar 600 MHz radio emission originates in the 
corona). As the eclipse progressed, the troughs in the 
declining emission curve indicated that severa) differ-
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ent localized regions of enhanced solar emission were 
present, and their precise positions-··proj~c1~d onto the 
solar disk-are shown in Figure 28. 

Calculations indic~(ed that the eight localized reg
ions of enhanced emission shown in this figure 
contributed ~-20%) of the total solar radiation received 
on I November 1948 These emitting regions werc 
assumed 10 be approximately circular, and their areas 
varied by little more than a factor of two, with 3. mean 
of -0,4% of the total area of the visible disk of the Sun. 
Their effective temperatures varied by more (han 10: 1 & 
and jfwe assume a quiet Sun temperature 01'-0.5 x 10 
K at 600 MHz, then the brightest localized regions in 
rigurc 28 (numbers 4 and 6) would have had effective 
temperatures of _107 K. 

Figure 28 shows that peak number 1 was located 
- ) .7 x 105 km beyond the solar limb, and above a 
magnetically-active region in !he chromosphere mark
ed by a conspicuous prominence. All other emission 
peaks were on the solar di~k> and in the case of 
numbers 2, 7 and 8 coincided with sunspot groups. 
However, peaks 3-6 did not appear to be associated 
with any obvious photospheric features, although three 
of these were close to the positions occupied by sun
spol groups exactly one solar rotation earlier. Mean
while, two small sunspots groups and one large group 
(near lhe western limb) were not associated with 
mea sura hie levels of solar radio emission. 

In addition to detennining the positions of radio
active regions, the RP radio astronomers also wanted 
to use the 1948 eclipse to detennine whether limb
brightening existed at a frequency of 600 MHz (as 
postulated by Martyn in 1946) and sec whether radio
emitting regions in the nonhem and southern hemi
spheres of tile Sun exhibited opposite sen~es of circular 
polarization--as also predicted by Martyn. 

1-Figure 28: Map showing the distribution af 600 MHz active 
regions (hatched) during the 1 November 1948 eclipse. The 
small black dots indicate visible sunspots (VS), P indicates a 
prominence, and FS marks the position of a sunspot group that 
was prominent 27 days earlier (after Christiansen et al.. 1949<1: 
513). 

Unfortunately, the limb brightening investigation 
produced inconclusive results: 

... roughly half the (presumed) thermal component 
of the radiation originated close 1o, and predomin
antly outside, the edge of the visible disk of the sun. 
The details of the brightness distribution could not be 
derived fwrn Ih e rccunls. The latter were shown to 
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b~ consistent with two tentative distributions, tile 
first a theoretical onc, involving limb brightening ... 
and the second Ii unifvtm on(; over a disk having 1.3 
times the diameter of the optical disk of Ihe ~un. The 
existence of limb brightening, therefore, was not 
proved. (Christiansen el aI., J 94%: 570). 

The polarization analysis proved interesting in that 
Roc;kbank was lht'! only site to provide relevant data. 
Before the eclipse the two modes of circular polar
ization differed in amplitude by less than 2%, but on 1 
November 1948, "The eclipsing of the active areas 
produced changes that sometimes were confined to one 
or other circularly-polarized component, or in some 
cases involved both components." (Christiansen et aI., 
I 949a: 521). The changes were of short duration, and 
the two components quickly returned to equality. This 
is illustrated in Figure 27, where the most signiticant 
variations in the relative levels of left-hand and right
hand circular polarization are associated with aetivc 
regions 1, 4 and 5. Since the difference in the two 
polarizations curves wa~ <3% at the maximum phase 
of the eclipse, this indicated that the general magnetic 
field strength of the Sun at the poles was <8 gauss. We 
should note that this is in line with current thinking, 
but that in 1948 a value of -50 gauss was assumed. 
Christiansen, Yabsley and Mills summarized their 
three-station observations in a letter to Nature (l949b) 
and provided a full aCCount in a paper published in the 
A lIstralian Journal oj Scientific Research (\949a). 

Two other small RP teams at Potts Hill carried out 
observations of the J November 1948 eclipse in con
junction with Christiansen's group. Jack Piddington 
and lim Hindman used a 1.7 metre (68-io) dish to 
secure observations at 3,00D (Figure 29), while Harry 
f\ilinnctt and Nonnan Labrum observed at 9,428 MHz 
with the relocated 1.1 metre (44-inch) Eagle's Nest 
antenna (see Figure 30). 

Pre-eclipse observations made by Piddington and 
Hindman at 3,000 MHz and Covington at 2,600 MHz 
showed that variations in solar emission were correlated 
with sunspot area, as at nOO and 1,200 MHz. During 
the eclipse, the emphasis therefore was on explaining 
variations in the intensitv of the cmission, and invest
igating its polarization.' Piddington and Hindman 
(1949: 525) examined the latter " ... at intervals during 
the eclipse, a method of excluding either right- or Icfl
hand circularly polarized component being employed. 
It was hoped to associate certain polarization wilh given 
sunspots and also to measure the general magnetic field 
of the sun." They also examined tbe distribution of 
background radiation over the solar disk. 

Unlike the 600 MHz observations, the 3,000 MHz 
Potts Hill curve showed few obvious variations during 
the eclipse, the only one or consequence being assoc
iated with active region #3 in Figure 28. The polariz
ation results were even less impressive: 

Owing to the apparent random variations of polar· 
i~~tion of the order of one per cent, and the ruther 
long intervals between measurements, it is impm;
sible 10 attribute any definite degree of polarization 
10 any panicular area of the ~olar disk ... [However,} 
continuous measurement ot polarization was in pro· 
gress bel\>.'een l743 and 1747 hour& ilnd the change 
of PQI~ri7.atiQn by 2 per cent. took place within one 
mi nute This eh ange took the f(lIID of an increase in 
LH polarization while the RH component remained 
unchanged thus indicalirlg that the change was prob-
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ably due to the uncovering of an area with pre· 
dominan!!y LH polarized radiotion. (Piddington and 
lImdman, 1949: 53!). 

Piddington and Hindman were mmble 10 identify a 
possible spot group or larget region. 

29: The 1.7 metre dish used by Piddington and Hind
man to observe the 1948 solar eclipse. Particularly conspic
uous is 1 he fuJi-aperture screen used 10 study polariz<Jtion 
(ATNF HistoriC Photographic ArChive: 91624-7). 

After allowing for a single mdio 'hotspot', Pidding
ton and Hindman (1949: 532) investigated the distrib
ution of 3,000 MHz emission over the solar disk, and 
concluded that "The distribution of radial ion consisting 
of 32 per cent. from a thin disk around the solar limb 
and 68 per cent. from a uniform disk will, therefore, 
provide an eclipse curve very similar to that observed." 
This is illustrated in Figure 31), 

The final aspect of 3,000 MHz eclipse program was 
an investigation of the magnetic fIeld of the Sun, and 
" .. although the results were not definite, they suggest 
that if a general magnetic field exists at all it is consid
erably smaller than the usually accepted value of 50 
gauss at the po]cs." (Piddington and Hindman, 1949: 
534). 

Figure . The 1.1 metre dish at ill, used by Minnett 
and Labrum for solar observations at 9,428 MHz. Norman 
Labrum is crouching beside the old mobile instrument trailer 
(ATNF Historic Photographic Archive: B1581-2). 
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Figure 31; Alternative 3,000 MHz eclipse curves. (a) is the 
curve obtained during the eclipse; (b) is the theoretical curve 
for a uniform disk; and (c) is the theoretical curve for a 
Circumferential ring (after Piddington and Hindman, 1949: 533). 

Let us now examine Minnett and Labrum's 9,428 
MHz solar research program carried out before, during 
and iller the 1 November 1948 eclipse Wilh lhe modest 
antenna shown in Figure 30. Ongoing measurement~ 
of mean daily radiation levels revealed a clear cor
relation with variations in sunspot area, ~s illustrated in 
Figure 32. During the eclipse, the decl ining radiation 
curve included minor v31iations, but "Any changes due 
to the covering and uncovering of thc spots [present at 
that time] are too small to be distinguished from instru
mental variations." (Minnett and Labrum, 1950: 69). 
However, the authors did note that the radio event 
began seven minutes belore first optical contact, which 
.' ... could possibly have been causcd by a localized 
emitting region extending from the sun's limb." (ibid.). 

Figure 32: Correlated daily variations in solar emission at 
9,428 MHz (a) and sunspot area (b) between November 1948 
and March 1949 (after Minnett and Labrum, 1950: 65). 

Despite the inherent instrumental limitations, Min
nett and Labrum were able to investigate the blightness 
distribution of 9,428 MHz radiation across the disk of 
the Sun, and they found that the smoothed ecllpse 
result was best represcnted by curve (d) in Figure 33, 
which requires 74% of the radiation to originate in a 
source of type (a) and the remaining 26% in a source 
of type (b). 

Flushed with the success of their 1948 eclipse pro
gram, the RP radio astronomers looked with antic
ipation at another partial solar eclipse that would be 
visible from Australia in October 1949. Once again a 
multi-frequency campaign was planned, and the two 
portable 3.08 metre dishes were readied for further 
service interstate. One was sited in Sale, in eastern 
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Victoria, and the other was transported to Eaglehawk 
Neck on the e:{st coast of Tasmania, near Hobart. 
Once again successful observations were made but, 
strangely, no papers reporting this s;,:cond eclipse pro
gram were ever published. 

So from an international perspective, the Sydney, 
Rockbank and Strahan observations of 1948 marked a 
water~hed in solar radio astronomy. They not only 
signalled the end of an era, but they were also the 
tri ggcr that inspired Chris Christi anseu (! 984: 1 17) " ... 
to devise some method of viewing tbe Sun [at high 
resolution] more frequently than was possible with 
eclipse observations. Thi~ of course meant devising 
some antenna system of very great directivity." The 
result was the first solar grating :muy, an innovative 
32-element solar grating array operating at 21 em that 
was constructed at Potts Hill in 1951 (see Christiansen 
and Warburton, 1953). 

, 
~u~.>-~~+-+-~-

Figure 33: Comparison of the eclipse measures (dots) with 
various theoretical resu Its for brightness distributions over the 
soiar disk at 9,428 MHz. (a) is the theoretical curve for uniform 
distribution over the disk; (b) is the theorelical curve for a 
circumferential ring; (e) is the theoretical curve for a radius 1.1 
times that of the optical disk; and (d) is the theoretical curve 
for a disk with 74% of the radiation from a type (a) source and 
26% from a type (b) source (after Minnett and Labrum. 1950'. 
70). 

2.5 The Pawsey Review Papers 

The initial appearance of revicw papers in a new rc
search field typically hcrald its 'corning of age', as the 
landslide or discoveries and technological develop
menls demands an initial stock-take. This was certainly 
so or ·solar noise' studies after the hectic years of post
war achievement, and by 1948 optical astronomers 
were begmning to rccognize the value of this avalanche 
of new data derived from the distant 'long' end of 
the electromagnetic spectrum. Only then did the tenn 
'radio astronomy' begin (0 slip into common usage. 

Given RP's international supremacy in solar radio 
astronomy is it lillIe wonder that the first two major 
r;:vicws of thi& new research field were penned by 
Sydney's Joe Pawsey? One of these, titled "Solar 
radio-frequency radiation", was completed in Septem· 
ber 1948, revised through to early February 1949. and 
then submitted to The InstitUlion of Electrical Engin
eers m London (reflecting radio astronomy's early 
affinity with radio engineering rather than astronomy) 
This 21-page paper wa~ rCRd before the Radio Section 
of the institution on 7 December 1949, and appeared in 
the Proceedings exactly nine months later (Pawsey, 
1950). The initial introductory section i~ followed 
by sections on "Observed Characteristics", "High
Frt:quency Characteristics of the Solar Atmospht:re" 
and "Discussion and Hypothesis", before a succinct 
Conclusion introduces a very useful Bibliography 
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featuring sixty-six different entries, 111e final two and a 
half pages record the di~cussion that followed the 
presentation of the paper, 3nd Pawsey's rejoinder. The 
paper is profusel), illustrated, and includes a number of 
previously-unpublished diagmms, mainly deriving from 
the Bolton's investigation of pol ariz cd bursts in 1947. 

Pawsey's second review paper was titled "SoJar 
radio-frequency radiation of thermal origin". It was co
authored by Don Yabs!cy, received by the Editor of the 
Austr(llian Journal of Scientific Research on ! 7 January 
1949, and published in the journal later that same year. 
Although it does discuss the RP achievcrncms, this 16-
page paper includes many results from overseas work
ers. Pawsey and Yahsley (1949: 198) found that 

... a relatively constant component can be identified 
throughout the whok of this wavelength range [from 
1 em to 4m 1 despite the complication introd\lced on 
the longer wavelengths by the presence of highly 
variable components. This steady component has 
the properties expected of thermal radiation and it is 
concluded that it is, in fact, thermal radiation from 
the ionized gases of the outer atmosphere of the sun. 

The imensitv of radiation i$ found to increase 
fairly uniform iy from that corresponding to black
body radiation at about 10' 'X. at 1.25 em. to about 
10" OK. all.5 m. 

The results yield direct confirmation of the hy
pothesis that the corona has a kinetic temperature of 
abou t a million degree,. 

3 BRUCE SLEE AND RADAR 59 NEAR DARWIN 

\Vhile the RP group was carrying out its first sol~r 
observations at Collaroy in October 1945, Owen Bruce 
Slee (Figure 34) was making independent observations 
at RAAF radar scat ion 59 near Darwin (Figure 25) that 
would constitute an independent disc(lvclY of solar 
radio emission. Station 59 at Lea Point featured a 
British 200 MHz COL Mk5 radar unit sinlated ~O<5 km 
from the coast and -70 m above sea level tFigure 35). 

Slee was Irained as a radar mechanic, but he atso 
~eryed as a radar operator in order to monitor the stab
ility and sensitivity of the equipment. Between October 
1945 and March 1946 he noticed lrom time to time that 
in the hOllr leading up to SWlset 

... the 'grass' on the range dispJay increased its height 
by up to a factor of ten when the antenna was poiming 
towards the setting Sun. By slowly sc~nlling back
wards and forwards through the Sun, he \Vas able to 
establish that the source of the signal lav at the solar 
u~imuth to within the errors of me'asure~enL further
more, when he stopped the antenna while painting at 
the SUfi, he noticed thut the amplitude of the 'gTllSS' 

varied regularly by a large factor with a period of 
about 3 minutes. He concluded that this behaviour 
was comistent with the setting Sun passing through 
the sea interference fringes formed by the antenna and 
its image in the ~co. lOrchistol1 and SI<:e, 2002a: 27). 

In early March 1946 Slee read in a newspaper that 
the CSIRO Division of Radiophysics had been carrying 
out solar radiu observations, and on 4 March he wrote 
them a letter describing his own work. In this letter he 
comments that "Tonight tix example lhe interference 
first made itself evident on a bearing of 264 degrees at 
1830 hrs. gradually becoming sh'onger until at 1845 hrs 
the Sig!noise ratio was 2: I. Then it faded om gradually 
and w'as gone by 1900 hrs. The sensitivity of Ihe re
ceiver at present is 9 I d.b. below .1 volt for ~ signal 
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equal to noise. and this may give you some idea of the 
signal strength of the interference." (Slee, 1946a). 
Elsewhere in this letter Slee (ibid.) states that he is " .. . 
convinced lilat tbe inlerference is solar radiation ... ", 
and he asks the Sydney sci enlists Lo confirm these latter 
suspicions. He also offers to make furtber Qbservations 
and to submit these 10 the Division.of Radiophysics, 

Figure 34: A youthful Bruce Slee (1924-) in 1948, three years 
after hi 5 Darwin $Olar observations. 

Figure 35: The 200 MHz COL Mk 5 radar antenna at Station 
59, lee Point (after Fenlon and Simmonds, 1993: 27). 
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As might be expected, Slee's letter caused consider
able excitement when it reached Sydney and was cir
culated among senior RP staff. Pawsey wrote "Ciood 
Sluff' above his signature, while BurgInann reCOlll
mended that they "Tell this chap a lot", The reply letter 
came from J.N. Briton, Chief of the Division, and 
began very positively: 

We were very interested in your observations made at 
NO.59 Radar Station. In pa!1icular the information 
regarding bearing, recei I'er sensitivity, height of the 
:.rmy etc. was important, and such data is [sic] often 
omitted by observers reporting abnormal phenomena. 
There is very little doubt that the noise you obs<.'rve 
originates io the sun. (Brilon, 1946b). 

This 5-page letter contains an accollnt of the Division's 
solar observations, including the relation between 
emission levels and sunspots, four different diagrams, 
and an accompanying booklet with (amongst other 
intomlation) charts that could be used to calculate the 
position of the Sun on cloudy days. Briton made it 
clear that he and his colleagues were eager to receive 
observations from Slee towards the time of sunset: 

We would be interested in obtaining maximum read
ings (e.g. 3/2 [sic], 1, 3, 4 ... 10 tim~s noise level) 
during periods of high sunspot activity ... [These) 
would be valuable data to supplement readings taken 
in Sydney ... In the event of any :lbnormal radiation 
being recorded in Sydney we may send you a signal 
... " (ibid.). 

UnfOltunately, this planned collaboration between Syd
ney and Darwin never eventuated, for soon after Slee 
sent his letter of 4 March the radar station was un
expectedly closed down and all of the equipment was 
removed. Obviously disappointed with this develop
ment, Slee (1946b) wrote apologetically irom his home 
in Adelaide following his discharge: "As a result, I shall 
not be able to make the required readings, as much as I 
would like to do so." He also enquired about possible 
vacancies at RP .. noting that "1 am intensely intercsted 
in your experimental work, and plan to do Radio 
Engineering, as soon as possible. Having had three 
years experience in the radar game on various types of 
gear, I thought that perhaps you may have some usc for 
me." These were indeed prophetic words, for later in 
the year he was appointed a Technical Assistant in the 
Division, and went on to build an international repu
ation in radio astronomy (sec Orchiston, 2004a; 2005b). 

Figure 36: Dr S.E. Williams (1910-
1979) (courtesy of the University of 
Western Australia). 
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4 UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

11 is not widely known that a small group at the Uni
versity of Wcste!1l Australia in Perth (see Figure 25) 
was active in solar radio astronomy in 1946-1948, 
even though attentIon was drawn to the group's work 
in papers publisbed by Bunnan (1991) ami Burman 
and Jeffery (1992), and this research is mentioned in 
Robertson's (1992) history of the Parkes radio tele
scope and in the Haynes ct aL (1996) history of Aust
ralian astronomy. 

The project was set up by Dr Sydney E. Williams 
(Figure 36), a Lecturer in Physics with a background in 
optical astronomy at the Commonwealth Observatory, 
following a seminar on radar held at the Radiophysics 
Laboratory, Sydney, in January 1946. At the end of 
April 1946 Williams installed a 75 MHz Vagi and 
receiver 00 the tlat roof of one of the buildings on 
campus in suburban Perth. In a letter to Pawsey, 
Williams (l946a) describes how 

We made a Vagi (dismountable for portability) on a 
wooden polar axis with synchronous motor drive. 
Matching neri al to coaxial ~nd receiver has so far 
been done simply by fiddling with the dipole and 
dm::~tor lengths tHl we got the best pollr diagram 
ano sensitivity. We are using simply nlilliameter but 
soon will have a fjlm cam~ra recorder on the oscil
lograph. 

For two years, William5, assisted by three Honours 
(fourth-year) students, P. Hands, E. Denton and P.M. 
Jeffery, carried Ollt studies of solar bursts and enhanc
ed levels of solar emission using this Yagi, and an 
example of one of their chart records is reproduced 
here as Figure 37 (after Williams, I 946b). The focus 
was on temporal variations in the intensity of solar 
radio emission, correlations with sunspots, solar flares 
and ionospheric radio fadeouts, and the shapes or ShOl1 

pulses of rodiation. 

This research resulted in an editorial note (Williams 
and Hands, 1946) and two letters in Na(ure (Williams, 
1947, 1948b), and a full-length paper in the Joul11al oj 
the Royal SOCiety of Western Australia (Willlams, 
1948a), which was based on a lecture presented to that 
Society. There were also unpublished papers given by 
Williams at the 1946 and 1947 ANZAAS Congresses 
(Bum1nn and Jeffery, 1992). Of partieul:!r note, in 
the context of the present study, is the fact that the 
four papers by the Penh group comprise 33% of all 
observation-based paper.~ on Australian solar radio 
astronomy published dUri11g the interval 1946-1948 
(see Burman, 1991, for a relevant bibliography). 

. .-
Figure 37: Annotated chart record showing 75 MHz bursts and 
enhanced emission recorded at Perth 011 25 September 1946. 
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Williams ended these radio astronomical investig
ations in 1948, and later relumed to optical astmnomy. 
Bunnan and Jeffery (1992: 168) conclude that "Al_ 
though the work was noticed internationally, its in
fluence on the course of radio astronomy scems to 
have been slight ... " They also note (page 169) that 
"Probably the main ilillovation introduced by the Perth 
group was the analysis and interpretation of the time 
decay of the pulses ... " We shall look mOTe closely 
here at that aspect of th~ work (Williams) 948b; also 
1948a: Section 6). 

Tbe third of the NafU/'e papers, a brief letter by 
Williams entitled "Shape of Pulses of Radio-frequency 
Radiation from the Sun", seems to have been thc only 
one of Ihe four Perth papers to have had any direct 
influence on contemporaneous radio astronomers. The 
paper, based on some 400 homs of observations, was 
aimed at examining the tails of pulses for exponential 
decay, as an indication of the decay ofthe source when 
it is no longer subject to the influence of an exciting 
agency, or of the decrease in influence of that agency. 
Filmed records of a vibration galvanometer output of 
detected radio bursts were used. There were 99 single 
pulses, lasting a few seconds each, that were con
sidered to be sufficiently clear of others to indicate a 
faithful record of the variation of the power from the 
source: 78 of the 99 had a peak at least 25% above 
background and a sufficient length of falling slope for 
significant measurements to be made. Of these, 58 
were found to be very probably exponential, 11 less 
probably ~o, 4 probably not so and 5 dettnitcly not (see 
Figure 38). 

Williams' table binning the half-lives (time for the 
power to reduce to half) of the 58 exponential tails 
shows them La range over 0.4-2.2 seconds, with a 
distribution peaking in 0.8-1.2 s. A second table lists 
the half-lives of 30 of thcse 58 pulses that occurred 
either consecutively or within a short interval. (1l1C 
intervals Iisled are mostly 30 S, but 5 minutes for one 
sequence of 6 pulses.) From this table, Williams 
(1948b) noted that "Although it might be assumed that 
pulses dosely connected in time come from the same 
region and should therefore show similar haif-value 
times, the results given above do no! offer firm support 
for such a hypothesis." The paper concludes with the 
remark that no success had been ob(<Jined in attempts 
to interpret the rising portion~ of (he pulses in terms of 
exponential flmctions. 

Figure 38: The tails of three pulses illustrating three of four 
categories; left = exponential, centre = doubtfully exponential, 
right = not exponential (aHer Williams, 1948a: 2B)c 
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5 COMMONWEALTH OBSERVATORY 

The Commonwealth Observatory (CO) was located at 
Mt Stromlo, ncar the national capital, CanbetTa, and 
under the guidance of its talented Director, Dr Richard 
Woolley, it sought to reinvent itself in the immediate 
post-war years by moving from solar to Galactic and 
extragalactic studies (;jee Frame and Faulkner, 2003). 
However, before this quantum ~hilt was able to lake 
piace, the CO enjoyed one serious foray in radio 
astronomy. This had its origm in a letter that Radio
physics Chief: Taffy Bowe.n sent Richard Woolley on 
13 February 1946. Almost cenainly drafted by Joe 
Pawsey, it reads: 

During the recent intense solar activity we have been 
taking extended observations on radio frequency 
noise orig; nating in the sun. The level shows a large 
variation with a high maximum in the middle of last 
week. 

We wish 10 examine this data [sic) together with 
visual and ionospheric data, which you will have, in 
order to search [or possible relations between them. 
r consider it essential that this be done with person
al discussion be(>'1een members of this Laboratory 
and your Observatory as each are expert in their 
different field,. 

As we have about four omeers who have been 
concerned in (he recent observations, it is difficult 
for us to go to Canberra, and I should appreciate it jf 
you could arrang~ to send one of your officers (0 

Sydney to bring the relevant datu and dis~uss il with 
us. 1 anticipate the discussion should (]':GUPY a few 
days ... (Bowen, J 946a). 

Dr CIa W. Allen (Figure 39) was dispatched to Sydney, 
and the planned meeting took place on 20 and 21 
February 1946 (Hogg, 1946). Although Allen special
ized in solar spectroscopy and the terrestrial effects of 
solar flares tMcNally, 1 990}, war-time research Into 
the causes of short-wave radio fadeouts whetted his 
appetite to investigate solar radio emission. 

Figure 39: Cia Allen (1904-1987) with the coeloslat of 
the CO solar telescopl': (cour1esy MI Stromlo and Siding 
Spring Observatories). 
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A direct outcome of this meeting W<lS the decision to 
install a 200 MHz steerable 4-Vagi array at Mt Stromio. 
This was a replica of an identical antenna then in 
service at Dover Heights (see Figure 9), and it was 
loaned by the Division of Radiophysics. Two of the RP 
radio astronomers, Lindsay McCready and Gordon 
Stanley, arrived at Mt Stromlo with the antenna and 
receiving equipment on 1 March, and it was installed 
the following day (Brilon, 1 946a). On 2 April, soon 
after the cquipment became operational, Allen (1946) 
scnt Pawsey the first of what was to become an on
going series of reports. In this instance, his telegram 
read: 

WE ARE RECORDING 9 TO 5 ON WEEK DAYS 
AT THREE INCHES AN HOUR STOP BURSTS 
ON FRIDAY WERE AT 1431 AND 1435 STOP 
SUN ACTIVITY ON SATURDAY MORNING 
BUT NOTHING MONDAY NOR TODA Y TUES
DA Y STOP NO RECORD SUNDAY. 

Figure 41: Oavid Martyn (1906-1970) at Mt StromJo (courtesy 
Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring Observatories). 

Between April 1946 and March 1947 Allen camed 
out regular solar monitoring al the CO, and upon 
analyzing the accumulated observations found that even 
on radio-quiet days 

... th~re has always been a detectable amount of 
radiation which appears to be quite v~riable ... [In 
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addition] there are occasional sudden "bursts" of 
solar mdio-noise which last for pCliods of the order 
of I sec ... [and] rather rdrely .• udden outbursts of 
r~uk) noise, which last for a few minutes, flUduating 
violently, and then disappear. (Allen. 1947: 387). 

Examples of generally-enhanced emission levels, bursts 
and outbursts are shown in Figure 40. 

Allen conilrmcd that solar emission was closely 
related to the central meridian passage of sunspots, just 
as Pawsey et a1. (1946) had reported, although not all 
sunspots produced solar noise. Meanwhile, his analysis 
failed to show a general correlation between solar noise 
and H features or geomagnetic stonns, although some 
solar flares were associated with outbursts. 

While Allen was conducting these investigations, 
his CO colleague, David F. Marlyn (Figure 41 ),4 was 
using data obtained with the ZOO MHz array to research 
the polarization of solar radio emission. He reasoned 
that since solar bursts were associated in some way 
with sunspots and in their tum sunspots were associated 
with strong magnetic fields, 

. we should expect to find evidence of the mag
netic field in the production of gyratory effects at the 
source of the [radio J emissions. and/or in different
ial absorption of right-handed and left-handed com
ponents of polarization during transmission through 
the corona. (Martyn, 1946a). 

The passage of the large SLillspot group of July 1946 
provided an ideal opportunity for Martyn to test this 
hypothesis, by turning two of the Yagis in the atTay at 
right-angles to the other two Yagis. Observations made 
on 26 July revealed 

... that the right-henJed circularly polarized power 
received was some seven limes greater than that 
received when the system accepted only lefl-handed 
circularly polarized radiation ... Three days latcr, 
when this group had rrossed the meridian, these 
conditions were reversed, ilve times more power 
bei ng then received on the left-handed than on the 
right-handed system. (ibid.). 

Part of the 26 July chart record is shown in Figure 42. 
TIlis overall result, incidentally, was confinned at 60 
and 100 MHz by RP's John Bolton during observations 
made at Dover Heights in March and April 1947 
(see Pawsey, 1950: Figures 17 and 1 S). Nonetheless, 
Martyn's polarization studies drew high praise from the 
Astronomer Royal: 

SIR HAROLD SPENCER JONES said that he 
considered the discovery of circular polarization of 
solar no.i8e to be an important piece of work. Solar 
noise promised (0 be a V(;ry fruitful field of in
vestigation and the Commollweal!h Observatory was 
taki 11 g a place second to nOll e in this particular 
branch. (Commonwealth Observatory ... ,1947: 3). 

Martyn followed up Ihis important paper with the 
theoretical contribution on the 10" K coronal temper
ature referred to earlier (Mmtyn, I 946b) and two other 
theoretical papers on solar radio emission. In the first 
of these (Martyn, 1947), he invokes plasma oscillatiuns 
to account for the energetic burst emission seen at low 
frequencies (ef. Solarradio noise, 1948). Martyn's next 
paper, "Solar radiation in the radio spectrum. I. Rad
iation from the quiet Sun", related sokly to thenna! 
emission, and was published in the prestigious Pro~ 
ceedings of the Ro;ml SocIety in 1948. Undoubtedly, 
the most importllnt predictive aspect of this seminal 
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paper was Martyn's calculation of the distnbution of 
thennal emission across the face of the Sun at wave
lengths ranging from 20 em to 30 m. As Figure 43 
shows, between 20 and 60 cm there should be con
spicuous 'limb brightening'. Despite the tille of this 
paper-and the promise of a further paper, or papers, in 
this series-·-this was to be Martyn's final publication in 
solar radio astronomy, and he turned to other research 
interests (see Piddington and Oliphant, 1972). Allen, 
meanwhile. us.:d the 200 MHz equipment al the CO to 
research Galactic radio emission (Allen :Jlld Gum, 
1950), but his appointment to a Chair at University 
College, London, in 1951 brought Mt Stromlo's escap
ade in radio astronomy to an end. It had been a brief 
but profitable research diversion. 

In addition to the research outcome of these radio 
astronomy initiatives atMt Stromlo, there were direct 
benefits lor RP during these nascent years of solar mdio 
astronomy, as Robeltson (! 992: 109) points out: 

Despite some tension this early coHaboralion with 
the Commonwealth Observatory undoublcdly bene
fited the Radiophysic~ group. The radio scientists, 
tumed radio astronomers. carne inlo contact with 
Australia's leading astronomers at a time when the 
Sydney group was only learning the basics of the 
science. Clay Allen in particular provided a steady 
flow of informa1ion to Radioph)'sics on ~olar phen
omena and astronomical objects. The a~~ociation 
between Mt Stromlo and Radiophysics was the first 
major collaboration between optical and radio astron
omers anywhere in the world. 

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The birth of solar radio astronomy in Australia occurred 
towards the end of WWJI, soon after news of secret 
war-time dctections by radar units in England and New 
Zealand r..:ached Sydney, and between October 1945 
and December J 948 major advances were made in the 
study of 'solar noise'. Initially these involved wartime 
radar antennas and receivers, but Yagis and other types 
of antennas specifically dedicated to solar (and non
solar) radio astronomy soon emerged. This instrument
ation was used at wide-rnngmg frequencies to invest
igate emission from the quiet and the 'radio-active' 
Sun. Of special interest were !lux levels at di fferem 
frequencies; the various types of burst emission; loc
ations of the emitting regions and their assodation with 
photospheric features and magnetic fields; and emission 
mechanisms. 

While much of this research was accomplished by 
staff in the CSIRO's Division of Radiophysics, it is 
important to p,'member that initIally two other small 
research groups, at the Commonwealth Observatory 
(Mt Stromlo) and the University of Western Australia 
(Perth), were active in solilr radio astronomy. To 
illustrate their contribution, we should note that of the 
t\'ielve Australian research papers repOlting observ
ations of solar radio emission made in 1945·1947, the 
RP scientists contributcd exactly half, tbe Mt Stroml0 
group two and those from the University of Western 
Australia, four. In addition Martyn (from Mt Stromlo) 
published threc theoretical papers. However, Williams' 
research on solar radio emission ceased in 1948 and Mt 
Stromlo's involvement ended just three years laler, 
leaving the growing RP group as the sole Australian 
participants. December 1948 therefore is an approp
riate chronological point at which to end this paper. 
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Figure 42: Circular left-handed (a) and right-handed (c) polariz
ed solar emission recorded at 200 MHz on 26 July 1946. The 
backg round sky level, when the array was directed away from 
the Sun, is indicated by (b) (after Martyn 1946a). 

Over the next three ycafli, major RP initiatives 
would lead to a new perspective on energetic solar 
radio emission. Wild's first sular radio spectrograph at 
the short-lived Penrith field station would provide the 
basis for a new classification of low frequcncy burst 
emission, while the position interferometer developed 
by Payne-Scott and Little at Potts Hill would offer 
precise positions and polarization signatmes for the 
various types of bursts (and outbursts). Meanwhile, 
Chl'istiansen (Figure 43) would use the first of his 
innovative solar grating arrays at Potts Hill to track the 
on-going pattern of 1,420 MHz emission and the evo
lution of the enigmatic 'radio plages' (see Christian
sen, 1984). 
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Figure 43: The calculated distr'lbution of effective temperature 
(T.) across the solar disk at various wavelengths (after Martyn, 
1948: 54). 
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By 1952, the RP solar radio [lsll"Onomy program was 
entrenched at the Daplo and Potts Hill field stations, 
and five ye;,JTS later Fleurs became a major solar 
research centre (Orchiston and Slee, 2002b) with the 
opening of the Chris Cross, the 'next generation' solar 
radio telescope (see Orchiston, 2004c). By this time, 
RP was widely regarded as the leading ~ular radio 
astronomy research group in the world (Sullivan, 2005). 

From the mid-1950s, the journal Vistas in Astron
omy acquired a reputatioll fol' publishing major review 
papers (see Duerbeck and Beer, 2006). In a paper that 
appeared in the inaugural issue, Wild (1955: 573-574) 
wrote: 

The characteristi cs of the radio-frequency radiati on 
("noi ,e") from the Sun are complex. In the absence 
of disturbed conditions on the Sun, the intensity of 
tbe noise remains at a steady level corresponding to 
the thennal radiation emitted by th~ solar Mmo· 
sphere. But when sunspots are visible on the Sun's 
disk the level may become enhanc~d and show rapid 
flu~tuations above the basic thermal level. At times 
sudden increases ("bursts"), lasting some seconds or 
minutes. may increase the level a thousandfold. 

It was largely through the pionecring research efforts of 
the young men and women from the CSIRO\ Division 
of Radiophysics, the Commonwealth Observatory (Mt 
Stromlo) and the Physics Department at the University 
of Western Australia (perth) that the basis of solar radio 
emission between 60 MHz and 24,000 MHz was 
unraveled during 1945-1948. These were the fonnativc 
years of solar radio astronomy. 

Figure 44: Sir Edward Appleton (extreme right), discussing 
Christiansen's first Polls Hill solar grating arr(lY in 1952. Chris 
Christiansen 'IS on the far left, bes"lde one of the anlennas 
(adapted from ATNF Historic Photographic Archive: 82842-66). 

7 NOTES 

I. The location of these 600 and 1,200 MHz observ
ations is not mentioned, but Payne-Scott (J 945: 10) 
does mention that at the lalter frequency ..... a large 
aerial was available having a gain of abom 5,000, and a 
recciver wilh a noise factor of about 20" This 'large 
aerial' was possibly the large experimental radar ant
enna at the Georges Heights radar ,t~tion (location 8 in 
Figure 4), which was subsequently used by RP for solar 
monitoring at 200,600 and 1,200 MHz (see Section 2.3 
above). 
2. Orchiston (2005a) and Sullivan (2005) have both 
discussed the practice that persisted from that time 
through into the early 1950s for some Australian radio 
astronomy papers submitted to British journals to bc 
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inexplicably held up for mallY months while British 
researchers wrote up their own papers and rushed these 
into print. Sir Edward Appleton and Jack Ratcliffe 
were identified as two of tile main 'offenders'. rt would 
seem that the Collaroy paper met this fate. Although 
submitted tn Nalure on 23 October 1945, it was only 
published in the issue of 9 Febmary 1946. In the 
interim, two other solar radio aslronomy papers (by 
Appleton, and Hey) were published. 
3. An interesting case of protocol also relates to this 
paper in that it referred to the contldential British and 
New Zealand wartime reports by Hey and Alexander. 
Subsequently, Sir Edward Appleton sent letters to 
Frederick White (Chairmall of the CSIR, as it (hen 
was), Tarfy Bowen (Deputy Chief of RP) and Professor 
AV. Hill (British Committee of Post-War Publications) 
pointing out that in the RP paper, " .. , reference was 
improperly made to two conildential reports." (Bowen, 
I 946b). White was forced to write Appleton an apol
ogetic reply, but a letter penned to Bowen on the same 
day reveals that he was far from amused: 

There is nothing much that can be done about it as far 
as I can see beyond what 1 have done in my lette(. No 
doubt we ought to have taken (he correct steps to get 
the acknowledgement of conridential reports cleared 
by the Comm.ittee in England. PersonaiJy I do not 
think if malters (l great deal - il is only a local poilll. 
(White, 1946; our italics). 

It is interesting that these letters from Appleton came 
after he had been quizzed by the Australians about the 
delay in publishing their Nature paper and was forced 
to defend the staTUS quo (see Orchiston, 2005a: 82-83 
for further details). We should note that more amiable 
relations existed between Appleton and RP by 1952, 
when Sir Edward led a sizeable overseas contingent to 
Sydney for the first DRSI Congress held in the South
ern Hemisphere. Figw-c 44 shows Appleton on a visit 
to Potts Hill field station at this time. 
4, Mal1yn was at one time Chief of the Division of 
Radiophysics. No administrator, he was edged out of 
the post and seconded to the Commonwealth Obser
vatory, :l situation which caused him great bitterness 
(see Sullivan, 2005). He welcomed the chance to get 
involved in solar radio astronomy, not just because of 
the obvious research potential of this promising new 
field, but-one suspects-··-bccause it would give him a 
chance to compete with his fonner colleagues at RP. 
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